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Section 1: Welcome &Introduction

Welcome!
On behalf of the Coles Liquor Supply Chain team, we are excited to
introduce our brand new Coles Liquor Supply Standards pack.
At Coles Liquor, we are passionate about working smarter, being more collaborative,
and communicating more clearly with our supply partners. We want to remove
complexity and drive simplicity through focusing on what delivers real value.
We’re confident that this guide is an important step toward building a better end-toend supply chain. The pack is clear but comprehensive, simple but structured, and
filled with great content to help deliver a safer, more eﬃcient network.
We encourage you to read through the pack, share it with your teams, and - if you
have any questions, concerns or feedback - please feel free to get in touch.

Suyash, John & Steven

We thank you for the great support you’ve provided us so far this year,
and we are excited to develop even closer supply partnerships with you
in the months and yearsahead.

John

Suyash

Steven

John Bacon

Suyash Sahai

Steven Bowerman

Head of Supply Chain and Merch Support

Supply Chain Manager

Supply Chain Manager
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Section 1: Welcome &Introduction
1.1

Introduction
Coles has been a part of the Australian retail environment for over 100 years. From a single store in 1914, we now
operate more than 750 supermarkets, more than 800 liquor stores, and in excess of 600 Convenience stores. We

employ over 100,000 people, serving millions of customers every week, for whom we strive to deliver quality,
service and trusted value. For Coles Liquor, we distribute our products from five Distribution Centres throughout
the country, serving our Liquorland, First Choice and Vintage Cellars stores and our Spirit Hotels Group.
Our Supplier Community is integral to us being able to delight customers, and we depend completely on you
sharing our commitment to high and consistent standards of supply. We can only be successful when we
collaborate, and when our processes are eﬃcient, accurate, safe and cost-eﬀective. This document aims to help
standardise and improve the flow of product through our supply chain, to ensure the lowest end-to-end costs,
enabling us to deliver low prices, outstanding quality, and trusted value to our shared customers every day.

1.2

Objective of this document
Our objective for this document is simple: to present our key supply chain requirements in a clear,
comprehensive and consistent way. Our goal is to help supply partners proactively avoid issues, prevent costly
rejections, reduce end-to-end costs, and improve availability and freshness for our shared customers. We want to
make it simple to supply into Coles Liquor, and for expectations and responsibilities to be easily understood by
both parties - helping our supply partnership to become “a little better every day”.
We’ve designed this guide to be as user-friendly and as easy to navigate as possible. The document is modular,
and requirements have been segmented into logical sections of the Supply Chain. We anticipate that new

suppliers will use this document as a way to ‘get up to speed’ with all of the essential components of supplying
into the Coles DC network, while existing suppliers may distribute the document through their organisation as a
handy, quick reference for when particular questions arise.
However you choose to use it, we hope you find this document to be a valuable resource.
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Section 1: Welcome &Introduction
1.3

Contents &Scope
This document is segmented into the following sections:

•Welcome &Introduction
•B2B & Electronic Trading
•Purchase Orders & Scheduling
•Driver &Vehicle
•Pallets & Logistics Units

•Cartons &Trade Units
•Product Life Management
•Rejections & Reporting
•Safety Summary
•Supplementary

The scope of this document is primarily related to the safe and eﬃcient flow of Vehicles, Purchase Orders,
Pallets/Logistics Units, Cartons/Trade Units - and B2B Data - through the Coles Supply Chain. Broader
requirements - such as those relating to Retail Units/Consumer Units, Food Manufacturing Standards, Product
Quality etc - are necessarily outside of the scope of this document, and are covered in separate documentation
(please refer “Section 10. Supplementary” for links to existing information in many of those areas).

1.4

Feedback or Questions?
We actively encourage you to let us know how we can improve this guide to ensure that it is relevant,
clear, comprehensive and helpful. If you have questions, need clarification, or would like to see
additional topics covered, please feel free to provide feedback to supplystandards@coles.com.au -

we want this document to be a valuable and trusted resource for our supplier community.

1.5

Legal Notice
This guide is intended as a helpful central reference, but it should be viewed in tandem with existing agreements, trading
terms, product specifications and any applicable legislative or regulatory requirements: the Supply Standards pack is
intended to support - not override or supersede - this existing material. If you have any questions about how any aspect
of this document relates to your own commercial supply agreements, please discuss with your Coles Category Manager.
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Section 2: B2B & ElectronicTrading
GS1net

2.0

B2B Overview

Item Data
(GTIN, Dimensions,
Pricing, Images etc)

Business-to-Business e-Commerce (“B2B”) is an essential part of Coles’ Supply Chain and

Item Data
(GTIN, Dimensions,
Pricing, Images etc)

Distribution strategy, and fundamental to the way that we interact - and exchange timely,

accurate information - with our supply partners.
Within Coles, the term“B2B” incorporates the various processes, documents, tools and systems
related to electronic trading between Coles and our supply partners - components such as EDI,
POAs, SSCCs, GTINs, ASNs, scan receiving, eInvoicing, GS1net, Recallnet and so on. Coles relies

Electronic Purchase Orders (POs) via EDI

heavily on electronic Business to Business trading to enable and support simpler, more-accurate,

and more-eﬃcient transactions.
Purchase Order Acknowledgments (POAs)

Supplier

Coles Store Support Centre

B2B implementation with Coles will typically incorporate:
ASN Discrepancy Memo

•Electronic transmission (and perpetual synchronisation) of structured product details/data
•Electronic transmission of Purchase Orders via Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
•Electronic responses/Purchase OrderAcknowledgements (POAs) via EDI
•Electronic despatch advice through Advance Shipping Notices (ASNs)
•Electronic Invoicing & Remittance (incl. variance and error messages)
•Supporting tools and enablers such as GTIN barcoding, SSCC pallet labelling etc

Electronic Invoice

Advance Shipping
Notice (ASN)
Coles Store

Coles expects that B2B e-Commerce will expand and develop further in future - both into areas of the
business which are currently out of scope (see below) and potentially into advanced functionality such as
Express Receiving and EPCIS (where product movements are tracked and reported centrally to provide
visibility at all significant points of the supply chain) - so adoption of B2B fundamentals is encouraged.

Purchase Order: eInvoice
and Physical Goods
(incl. SSCCs &GTINs)

Coles Store

Coles DC

Please note that B2B trading available to all DC Coles Liquor suppliers and it is strongly
recommended that you begin exploring B2B capabilities.
Coles Store

Currently B2B trading is not deployed for Coles Liquor Direct-To-Store (DTS).

Above: a simplified view of some selected B2B transactions
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Section 2: B2B & ElectronicTrading
2.1

“B2B-Compliant”

2.3

GTIN (Global Trade Item Number)

For the purposes of ordering, receipt and payment, Coles will classify suppliers as either “B2B-Compliant” or

The GTIN is among the most fundamental components of FMCG retailing, and is essential for

“B2B Non-Compliant”: this distinction will determine both what is required of that supplier and also the

trading with Coles. Unique numbering of retail units (for Point of Sale), Trade Units and

processes required of Coles when interfacing with that supplier. Some activities are only required of B2B-

Logistics Units (for distribution through the supply chain) underpins ranging, pricing, ordering,

Compliant suppliers (such as sending an ASN message prior to despatch where possible) while others are only

receiving, sale of your products at store level, and payment for goods received.

required of B2B Non-Compliant suppliers (such as sending a hardcopy paper invoice with delivered goods).
A supplier’s status with respect to B2B & Electronic Trading will have a direct impact on how they receive,
prepare and despatch Purchase Orders, how those goods will be receipted by the DC team, and how claims
and payments will be made against those orders. The process (and eﬃciency) of reconciling receipts against
invoiced goods, examining claims, and processing payment will diﬀer between B2B-Compliant suppliers
(and those utilising eIDC or electronic invoicing) and suppliers using traditional, paper-based transactions.

All products being submitted for ranging and sale within Coles will need a valid and unique
GTIN, linked to the appropriate Company Prefix (the GTIN is comprised of your Company Prefix,
Item Number and a Check Digit). GS1 Australia assigns and administers all GS1 prefixes for

Australian brand owners. For more information about allocation, please consult GS1 Australia
on 1300 366 033 or http://www.gs1au.org .
GTINs are typically represented and processed as barcodes within the Coles supply chain:

2.2

RFID tags can be encoded with GTIN information but are not currently supported.

Performance Classes A & B

Please refer sections 2.4 and 6.5 of this document for guidance on GTIN Barcoding.

A supplier’s B2B status will have a direct impact on the receiving process for their goods into Coles DCs.
Our Warehouse Management System (WMS) incorporates a flag for each type of supplier delivery, reflecting

Retail Unit barcoding is out of scope for this document, but more information and

whether the supplier is B2B compliant and also the degree to which B2B enablers (ASNs, SSCCs etc) have

detailed fact sheets about this topic can be found on the GS1 Australia website:

been consistently error-free over time. Performance Classes within WMS are:

http://www.gs1au.org/information_library/technical_fact_sheets.asp

•
•

B2B-compliant,“A”class
B2B-compliant,“B”class

•
•

http://www.gs1au.org/services/education_and_training/
B2B non-compliant,“A”class
B2B non-compliant,“B”class

The Coles WMS will reference this flag during the Receipt process and will direct the DC team member accordingly:

Impact of Product Changes

for a B2B non-compliant “B” class flag, the system will trigger a more detailed checking and receipt process; a B2Bcompliant “A”class load will trigger a simpler, streamlined receipt (due to dependable accuracy of ASNs and SSCCs).

Certain product changes will require that a new GTIN be assigned to the item (and to any
associated trade units), while other product changes can be made while retaining the existing

Performance Classes are maintained both at a local DC level (within the WMS) and centrally in the Coles Store

GTIN. A useful guide outlining the criteria for assigning new GTINs (or retaining existing GTINs)

Support Centre (within M-AX), and will change in response to the accuracy and consistency of recent supply.

is available on the GS1 Australia website: http://www.gs1au.org/membership/change_gtin.asp
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Section 2: B2B & ElectronicTrading
2.4

GTIN Barcoding - Trade Units

2.5

SSCC (Serial Shipping Container Code)

As an extension of the unique numbering of products (refer section 2.3), the barcoding of Retail Units,

SSCC labelling (for pallets and logistics units) is a key component of the wider B2B framework and is

Trade units (cartons, crates) and Logistic Units (pallets, bins) is a core requirement of trading with Coles.

essential to our ability to trade eﬀectively. The SSCC acts as a unique licence plate for every pallet in the
supply chain, enabling eﬃcient and accurate identification, management and processing of pallets in high-

For the Coles supply chain, manufacturers and suppliers are expected to produce cartons and trade units

volume DC environments. SSCC labelling allows us to replace manual, repetitive, time-consuming and

that carry high quality, correctly-encoded barcodes as per specification. Trade Unit barcoding

error-prone tasks with fast, accurate and traceable electronic processes, delivering an optimised end-to-

requirements - including correct symbology etc - can be found within Section 6 (“Cartons & Trade Units”)

end path that benefits suppliers, Coles and our shared customers.

of this guide.
While SSCC pallet labelling will often be linked to a full ERP B2B solution, SSCC pallet labels can also be

Please note that Trade Unit GTIN barcodes are required independent of whether a supplier is B2B-

generated independently of such a system (with a computer, software, connected printer and roll of labels) to

Compliant regarding electronic trading:Trade Unit GTINs are a core requirement within Grocery,

deliver significant benefit without a wider B2B implementation. Coles encourages all Grocery, GM, Chilled,

General Merchanise, Chilled, Frozen and Liquor DCs.

Frozen and Liquor suppliers to transition to the use of SSCC pallet labels for all inbound pallets, or begin
actively sourcing this capability. SSCC pallet labelling will be required on all pallets delivered into these DCs

All New Line submissions need to be accompanied by a current Barcode Verification Report, with a Pass

and Chambers from January 1st, 2016 (Fresh Produce DCs are excepted).

mark, from an approved (Australia or New Zealand-based) testing service provider - to ensure that the
Our SSCC Pallet Labelling requirements (ie. content, position, quality) are outlined in Section 5 of this

barcodes are technically compliant, of a suﬃcient ISO grade, readily-decodable etc.

document (“Pallets & Logistics Units”).
Please refer to section 6.5 for more detail on Trade Unit barcoding.
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Section 2: B2B & ElectronicTrading
2.6

ASN (Advance Shipping Notice)

2.7

Data Synchronisation

An Advance Shipping Notice (ASN) is an electronic message sent between two parties in the supply chain

To enable eﬃcient, accurate exchange of product information between Coles and our supply partners

to notify that a shipment is being despatched (or has just been despatched). The ASN is received by the

(eg. new lines, item/dimension changes etc), Coles supports and encourages data synchronisation via

party scheduled to receive the goods, and will be used to plan for and validate receipt upon arrival of the

approved providers (currently GS1net). These services allow for perpetual, structured data alignment

physical goods. The ASN contains a full record of all relevant details of the consignment including

between Suppliers and Retailers: Suppliers/Manufacturers can upload their Item Catalogue and Pricing

products, quantities and SSCC numbers attached to the load. ASNs are typically sent from a Supplier to a

files and publish changes as required, which will inform Coles (and others) of the changed data.

Coles DC (who use the ASN to expedite receipt) but can also be used at other points of the chain eg.
(Manual item submission forms can still be processed where a supplier is not linked to a Data Synchronisation

between two of a supplier’s facilities, or between a Coles DC and a Coles stores.

service: new forms will need to be submitted to the Coles Category Manager if/when item details change).
As part of the B2B process with Coles, B2B Compliant suppliers send ASNs to the relevant Coles DCs
advising the DC that a specific order and specific products are now en route: it is essential that all ASNs
are accurate and contain all required information in the correct format (an ASN error will be
generated if the validation step fails, allowing correction and reissue). When ASNs have not been

received prior to delivery of the goods - or where an ASN is inaccurate - the DC receiving process is
detrimentally impacted, and can result in the load being rejected.

Please note that GS1net is supported within our Supermarkets business
(excluding Fresh Produce) and is the preferred method for Coles Liquor.
For assistance with Coles-specific GS1net queries, please contact
ColesGS1netSupport@coles.com.au or (+61) 3 9829 6553 or (+61) 3 9829 5771

The Coles Support team will work with you to test and validate your capabilities to transmit and receive

GS1net

ASN messaging, and to help resolve any Coles-related issues (your individual B2B service provider will
need to support resolution of issues that are not related to the Coles system).

Item Data
(GTIN, Dimensions,
Pricing etc)

Item Data
(GTIN, Dimensions, Pricing etc)
(pending Category approval)

Advance Shipping Notice (ASN)
Physical Goods

Coles

Supplier
Compliant SSCCs &GTINs

Supplier

Coles SSC

ASN Errors

ASN Discrepancies
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Section 2: B2B & ElectronicTrading
2.8

GS1 Recallnet

2.9

Further Guidance

In the event of product needing to be withdrawn or recalled, it is necessary to quickly

To learn more about B2B and Electronic Trading with Coles Liquor, please refer to the Electronic Trading

inform all appropriate stakeholders. In these situations, Coles can be notified via either:

section of the Coles Supplier Portal - beginning with the “Implementing B2B” guide.

• an emailed copy of the Australia and New Zealand Recall/Withdrawal Form

To discuss implementing B2B with Coles Liquo, please contact:

• LiquorB2B@coles.com.au
• Cathy Geros – cathy.geros@coles.com.au or +61 466 624 579

(available for download on the AFGC website: http://afgc.org.au/publications/) sent to

the relevant Category Manager and Quality Team, with telephone confirmation OR

• electronic notification through GS1 Recallnet (https://recallnet.gs1au.org/)

For other queries, a full eCommerce Contacts list is available here:
https://www.supplierportal.coles.com.au/csp/wps/portal/web/ElectronicTrading

GS1 Recallnet allows suppliers and manufacturers to initiate recall and withdrawal
notifications online, enabling the fast and eﬃcient removal of unsafe or unsuitable
products from the supply chain. The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission

GS1 Australia can also provide assistance with getting started:

(ACCC) and Food Standards Australia and New Zealand (FSANZ) are also connected to

• GS1 Central Help Desk: http://www.gs1au.org/membership/help_desk.asp or 1300 366 033
• Barcoding/Numbering Fact Sheets: http://www.gs1au.org/information_library/technical_fact_sheets.asp
• Solution Providers Directory: http://www.gs1au.org/membership/spd/

GS1 Recallnet and receive direct recall notifications from the service.
For more information:
https://www.supplierportal.coles.com.au/csp/wps/portal/web/RecallsAndWithdrawals
https://recallnet.gs1au.org/grocery
GS1 Recallnet

Coles SSC

Supplier

Related 3rd parties

The Electronic Trading section within the Coles Supplier
Portal contains important technical information,
relevant contacts and B2B guidance.
https://www.supplierportal.coles.com.au

The GS1 Australia website is a valuable resource for all
queries relating to numbering, barcoding, data
synchronisation and industry standards.
http://www.gs1au.org
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Section 3: Purchase Orders &Scheduling
3.0

Overview
Our ability to process DC deliveries in an eﬃcient, safe and cost-eﬀective manner - and to satisfy the needs of our customers by
ensuring great availability in stores - is dependent on suppliers supporting our DC replenishment process.

We rely heavily on

BevChain Customer Service
1300 BEV COL (238 265)

our supply partners to consistently deliver the products that we ask for, in the quantities we need, at the high standards we
expect, on the day and time we have scheduled to receive them.
3.1

Yard Management/Paperless Warehousing Booking Process
As Purchase Orders (POs) are generated and sent out from the Coles system to suppliers, the PO will include the DC details, the description, code
and GTIN of the products ordered, the quantities of each item ordered, the expected TIxHI or pallet configuration, and the Due Date for the
delivery. Coles Purchase Orders do not advise a specific Delivery time-slot. Suppliers should utilize the Paperless Warehousing Yard Management
system accessible on the Supplier Portal or contact the BevchainCustomer Service team to arrange a suitable time-slot booking.

https://www.supplierportal.coles.com.au/csp/wps/portal/web/Liquor
If the Yard Management system is down, suppliers should make contact with the Bevchain Customer Service team on 1300 BEV COL (238 265) to
arrange a booking. Bookings can be made up to two weeks prior to the delivery date (and no later than the day prior to the delivery date).
Please ensure that all relevant information is available when calling: DC number and name, Transport Company name, Type of vehicle (eg: 12
pallet rigid), Supplier name & number, PO number and pallet quantity (physical pallets, not lifts).

3.2

Booking Number/Code
As bookings are made with the Paperless Warehousing systems or the Bevchain Customer Service team, suppliers will be given a Booking Code
associated with the timeslot details. This number must be quoted when arriving at the DC and when making any amendments with the
Bevchain Customer Service team. Please ensure that your drivers have this information ready prior to their arrival onsite to avoid delays.
Please note that:

• Vehicles will not be permitted entry to site without a valid Booking Code
• A Booking Code can only be used for a single vehicle delivery
• A single delivery must not reference multiple Booking Codes.
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Section 3: Purchase Orders &Scheduling
3.3

Timeslot Adherence

3.4

Amendments & Rebooking

Adherence to the booking timeslot is paramount to both DC operations and product availability for Customers.

Should it become necessary to change an already-scheduled Booking/Timeslot:

Vehicles arriving outside of the scheduled timeslot for their associated POs may be turned away and directed

•

Prior to the day of delivery, suppliers can contact the BevChain customer service line
on 1300 BEV COL (238 265), quoting the Booking Code provided.

•

On the day of delivery - if supplier/driver is running late and needs to change a CURRENT booking,
please call the Bevchain customer service line on 1300 BEV COL (238 265). If outside of service line
hours, requests must be made directly with the relevant DC (refer DC Contacts page).

•

On the day of delivery - if a supplier/driver wishes to make a NEW ‘same day’ booking, these
requests must be made directly with the Coles Liquor Supply Chain Team who will liaise with
BevChain and the DC.

to reschedule. Like any facility with very high traﬃc volume, it is only possible to manage our DC volume safely
and eﬃciently when traﬃc flow is closely managed in line with available resources. Additionally, as store
despatch schedules are increasingly linked to just-in-time arrival of goods (eg. Flow-Through), variance to
expected arrivals will detrimentally impact our ability to service our stores and customers with your products.
For both DC Operations and Supplier Performance calculations, a vehicle is classed as “On Time” when it arrives:
•

no earlier than 60 minutes prior to the scheduled timeslot AND

While Coles DCs will attempt to accommodate timeslot variation requests,

•

no later than 30 minutes after the scheduled timeslot

the availability of specific timeslots cannot be guaranteed.

There is a 90 minute delivery window within which vehicles must present at the DC: a site’s capacity to accept
vehicles outside of this window cannot be guaranteed and a decision on whether a particular early/late load
can be accommodated will be made at the discretion of the DC Receiving/Operations team.

Greater than 60 minutes
prior to timeslot

60 minutes
prior totimeslot

30 minutes
prior totimeslot

Too Early

Please remember: Your Coles Liquor Supply Chain contact must also be informed directly
of any delivery amendments that will likely impact supply to stores. PO “No Shows” will be
recorded by DCs for investigation and corrective action.

Timeslot

30minutes
aftertimeslot

Greater than 30 minutes
after timeslot

OnTime Window

Too Late
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Section 3: Purchase Orders &Scheduling
3.5

Paperwork Requirements

3.7

Deliveries Per Vehicle, Vehicles Per Delivery

Deliveries into the Coles DC network must always be accompanied by the appropriate paperwork.

Multiple POs can be delivered within one vehicle, provided that each component PO has been associated

For the vast majority of products and channel types, a DC will require only the following documents:

with the Booking Code. Some larger orders may also require multiple deliveries against one PO number.

•
•

Two (2) copies of the Invoice/Delivery Docket
(B2B suppliers should provide two copies of the Delivery Docket rather than the Invoice)

For B2B-Compliant suppliers, please note that an ASN cannot be spread across multiple deliveries or

multiple vehicles: each ASN must directly correspond to a single delivery and single vehicle.

Two (2) copies of the Pallet Docket
(with the applicable Coles DC listed as the Receiver)

3.8

Under Bond Goods

Additional paperwork (eg. driver’s run sheets, consignment notes, manifests, pick/pack lists) will generally not be
When delivering Under Bond stock into a Coles Distribution Centre, please ensure that:

required and can introduce delays to the receiving process: in the interests of a simple, eﬃcient process, please

limit paperwork to the essential items and please do not seal envelopes, where used.

•

Deliveries must be in the format of 1 product and 1 bond mark per pallet. Where product
volumes are such that they meet the requirements for a multi-SKU pallet, rules outlined in
Section 5.11 apply

and Cross-Dock loads: those requirements are outlined within the relevant sections of this document (sections

•

The product moves under permission (a Continuing Movement Permission is required)

3.8, 3.9, 4.8 & 10.6)

•

The appropriate Customs and/or Australian Taxation Oﬃce documentation is provided

•

A Nature 20 warehouse declaration is provided for all imported products

•

The driver has suﬃcient driving hours to remain at the DC until the checking process is complete

Some additional documentation is required for Under Bond goods, Dangerous Goods, International Containers

For B2B suppliers, the ASN transmitted must include all relevant information about the load to be received
(including SKU/product and SSCC/License Plate information for all pallets) and must be transmitted to

Coles before the goods arrive at the DC to allow for ASN validation and correction where necessary.

3.6

Delivered As Ordered

For further queries regarding the Bonded Goods process, please contact your Supply Chain Manager.
3.9

Dangerous Goods
Suppliers (or their transport provider as nominee) are responsible for compiling
and providing any required Dangerous Goods information/documentation

It’s essential that product is delivered as per the configuration specified in the Purchase Order. For example,

for each inbound delivery.

product ordered as a full pallet should be delivered as a full pallet - not as multiple part pallets - to ensure
eﬃciencies in transport, receipt, put-away, letdown and picking. The delivered TIxHI or pallet configuration

A Safety Data Sheet (SDS) or Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) must

must also reflect the ordered TIxHI (refer section 5.3 for clarification on TIxHIs). Where date code variations

also accompany the first delivery of any new dangerous goods product

may have historically forced delivery of multiple part pallets for a single SKU, please note that Coles now

(after which the DC will keep the SDS/MSDS on file for reference).

permits Multi-Coded Pallets (MCPs) when prepared as per the guidelines in section 5.12 of this document.
If any product details are incorrect within a received order, please contact us to have these details corrected.

Please note that only one class of dangerous good can be supplied on each pallet.
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Section 4: Driver &Vehicle
4.0

Induction & Conduct On Site

4.1

Drug & Alcohol Policy
Coles Distribution Centres (including those managed by our 3PL

For their own safety and the safety of others, all visitors, contractors and drivers

partners) have strict controls on drugs and alcohol within the workplace.

entering a Coles Distribution Centre (DC) and BevChain DC are required to:

To support this, Coles reserves the right to conduct random drug and

• Complete Site Induction
• Carry (and present as required) their InductionCard
• Observe all site speed limits
• Observe traﬃc management, flow paths and designated unloading zones
• Ensure vehicles are parked in designated areas and immobilised when required (eg. during unloading)
•Wear appropriate safety garments/PPE
• Adhere to designated driver safety zones (where applicable)
• Observe designated pedestrian walkways
• Abide by all site policies including drug/alcohol policy, smoking policy, mobile/personal devices policy etc
• Follow lawful instructions given by authorised DC team members
• Report all identified hazards, incidents and near-misses to DC team members
• Avoid abusive or uncooperative behaviour toward team members or other drivers/contractors on site
• Be trained and competent in all high-risk driving activities (ie. coupling/uncoupling, load restraint)
• Demonstrate compliance to COR/HVNL requirements eg. rest breaks, driving hours, fatigue management

alcohol testing of employees, contractors and visitors to a Coles DC.
The National Drug & Alcohol Policy can be viewed at any Coles DC.

4.2

Accepted Vehicle Types, Vehicle Heights
Coles liquor DCs can accept deliveries on the following vehicle types:

•
•
•
•
•

Rigid
Semi Tautliner
Drop Deck Tautliner
Ambient or Chilled Pantech

• B-Double
• B-Double Drop Deck
• Vans
• UTEs

Container

Individual site capabilities vary with respect to accepted vehicle heights - please liaise directly with the
relevant site (refer section 10) or contact supplystandards@coles.com.au for site-specific information.
Please advise correct vehicle type when booking through Bevchain customer service to ensure
appropriate dock assignment.

Truck Types Approved at All Coles Liquor DCs Nationally

In the rare event that a driver’s behaviour is unacceptable and does not meet the standard outlined above,
the relevant carrier or transport company will be advised, and the driver may not be permitted to remain on
- or return to - the site. Any associated receipt in progress is likely to be abandoned and the vehicle directed
from site, or alternative arrangements initiated between the DC, supplier and carrier.
Please note that children under 15 years are not permitted on DC premises. Passengers are generally not

permitted, with the exception of authorised drivers-in-training. Site requirements apply to passengers
as per drivers, including those regarding safety clothing and footwear, conduct and behaviour.
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4.3

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

4.5

Over Mass, Over Dimension

To manage the risk of serious injury, it is a condition of entry to all Coles Distribution Centres that

For the safety of team members, drivers and the general public - and to ensure compliance

drivers, contractors or visitors wear appropriate Personal Protective Equipment(PPE) at all times.

with Chain Of Responsibility (COR) and Heavy Vehicle National Law (HVNL) obligations - all
vehicles delivering into Coles DCs must be loaded in accordance with all applicable legal

At minimum, PPE must include:

and statutory requirements regarding safe carriage.

• High-visibility safety vest (or jacket), fastened for 360º visibility
• Flat-soled, fully-enclosed, steel-capped Safety shoes/boots within operational areas - including all driver areas
• (Flat-soled, fully-enclosed, non-steel-capped shoes/boots are permitted for non-operational areas and walkways only)
Where a driver arrives at site without appropriate PPE, the driver/vehicle will not be permitted entry, and
any associated purchase orders will need to be rescheduled through the inbound booking process.

4.4

Driving Hours, Rest Breaks & Fatigue Management

4.6

•Do not exceed safe and legal limits for the weight carried by the trailer/vehicle
•Do not exceed safe and legal limits for mass, cube or dimensions of the trailer/vehicle
•Ensure accurate declarations and documentation regarding weight and capacities etc

Vehicle & Trailer Condition
.

Transport safety is of enormous importance to Coles. The Coles Supply Chain and Distribution team

Coles requires that suppliers, 3PLs and carriers:

endorses and supports the aim of ensuring road safety through the Heavy Vehicle National Law (HVNL),

All vehicles and trailers delivering into Coles Distribution Centres need to be:

•
•
•
•
•
•

and have committed to taking all reasonable steps - from Consignment to Receiving - to ensure that we

do not cause or contribute to a breach of Chain of Responsibility.
In line with these joint commitments regarding Chain of Responsibility, Coles expects that:

•All drivers delivering to Coles have suﬃcient remaining driving hours to complete delivery and return
•All drivers have been provided their scheduled rest breaks (in appropriate conditions)
•Carriers have Fatigue Management plans in place (Standard, Basic or Advanced)
•Drivers have not been asked, instructed, encouraged or coerced to breach any part of the HVNL.

Safe and roadworthy
Compliant to all relevant legal and statutory requirements

Fit for purpose (eg. no major damage allowing exposure, floor in good condition etc)
Fitted with all required equipment (including lock-in gates, boards and restraints)
Fully operational (and where applicable, refrigeration must be operating eﬀectively)
Clean and sanitary (eg. product must not be exposed to foreign contamination, soil,

water damage etc - and our DC team members must not be exposed to unsanitary or
hazardous conditions when unloading).

Coles DC team members will ask drivers to confirm remaining driving hours. Where insuﬃcient hours remain,
remedial steps will need to be taken (which may include driver changeover or delivery rescheduling).
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4.7

Load Stability
The safety of product being transported to a Coles DC should be properly managed to ensure
that risks are mitigated, road users are protected, and product is received into the network

without incident. Unfortunately, load shift is currently among the most frequently-recorded
issues by our DC teams regarding inbound loads, and a leading cause of load rejection.
Suppliers and carriers can help ensure load stability through:

•Safe load planning, with proper weight distribution across the trailer
•Management of mass and dimensions in line with vehicle limitations
•Use of side gates (or load-restrained curtains) at all times for curtain-sided vehicles
•Use of approved manual restraints eg. webbing, angles and strapping
•Use of plywood boards (or inflatable dunnage) between pallets
•Use of mezzanine floors where available
•Use of bars where available and appropriate (rear unload vehicles)
•Appropriate double-stacking relative to weight and pack design
•Appropriate carton/trade unit design (see also section 4)
•Appropriate palletisation (including pallet utilisation, wrap, interlocked pattern etc)

Loads that have not been adequately stabilised frequently suﬀer
from load shift during transit (due to vehicle acceleration,
braking and turning) and cannot be unloaded safely.

Employing proper stabilisation of pallets and loads - including the
use of plywood boards between pallets where required (as shown
above) - can help make load shift less likely and less severe.

Side gates (or load-restrained curtains) are required for all curtain-sided vehicles
(standard curtains will not adequately restrain pallets in the event of a pallet collapse,

Secured in place

with potentially serious consequences).
Please note that metal angles are not permitted due to safety risks to team members
when checking and unloading. Where using angles, please use plastic alternatives.
Pallet Stability is addressed in more detail in Section 5

All curtain-sided trailers must have side gates fitted and in use (or use
load-restrained, load-bearing curtains), as standard curtains in isolation will
not prevent movement of product during transportation. Drivers will undo
curtains and remove gates at the commencement of the receiving process.

Pallets may also be secured with a combination of plastic pallet
angles and webbing/straps, anchoring the pallet to the vehicle
while protecting the top row of cartons. Please notethat
metal angles are not permitted due to safety risks.

Carton Stability is addressed in more detail in Section 6
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4.8

International Containers
Where products are to be delivered directly into a specified Coles Distribution Centre or BevChain DC via Shipping Container, it is
essential that appropriate steps are taken to ensure compliant transport, minimal product damage and safe unloading.
When loading containers, please ensure that:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Containers are inspected and verified as seaworthy, fit-for-purpose (eg. no holes, excess rust, damaged door seals/locks etc)
Product is stacked to minimise movement (ie. at an even height, in an interlocking pattern, with netting/dunnage as needed)
Heavy cargo is not stacked above lightweight cargo, liquids are not stacked above dry goods etc
Packaging is appropriate for the product and can support the weight as stacked (consider base layer cartons)
Pallets are not used except where specifically requested by Coles
Product is loaded sequentially, by Purchase Order, keycode and lot code (with clear, visible separation between lot codes)
All paperwork, labelling, declarations and placards are provided/displayed as required (refer Communication Pack, below)
Cross-contamination risks are avoided (eg. product is not packed with other hazardous or odourous cargo, chemicals, oils etc)

More information regarding International Container requirements can be found within the

Containerised product should be stacked in an interlocking pattern - not
column-stacked - for greater stability in transit. Netting and/or inflatable dunnage
should also be used to ensure stability and safety when doors are opened.

Coles International Supplier Communication Pack, located on our Supplier Portal:
The Supplier Communication Pack covers:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commercial Documentation
Dangerous Goods requirements
Packing Lists, Invoices, Declarations
Freight Forwarder bookings
Shipping Order Forms
Container packing guidelines
Labelling requirements
Payments process
Consolidation Centres

Coles’ International Supplier Communication Pack is available here (or click the above cover image):
https://www.supplierportal.coles.com.au/csp/wps/portal/web/SupplyChain

If the full cube of the container will not be used, product should be stacked at an even height
throughout the container, ensuring safer, more-stable stowage and proper weight
distribution. An unsupported wall of product will not remain stable in transit, risking
significant product damage and safety issues when unloading.
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Section 5: Pallets & Logistics Units
Boards intact and secure
- no protruding nails
5.0

Square, with boards
flush with bearer end

Pallet Quality
The quality of the wooden pallets entering the Coles network can have a direct impact on the safety of
team members, the condition/saleability of associated trade units, and our ability to process product
Clear, unobstructed fork entry

All boards in place

through the supply chain. Defective pallets are often linked to high-risk falls from height (eg. where loose
boards are dislodged from pallets and fall to the ground, or where pallets fail to lock into racking beams).

The following criteria apply for Standard pallets entering the Coles DC network:

• Compliant to Australian Standard AS 4068-1993
• Square, with dimensions of 1165mm x 1165mm x150mm
• All boards intact and secured to bearers; lead boards flush with bearer ends
• Lead boards of 150mm width, Intermediate boards of 95mm width
• CHEP or Loscam (only CHEP or Loscam pallets can be transferred/exchanged)
• No International-format pallets, skids, cardboard pallets etc (cardboard display

Square, with boards
flush with bearer end

pallets must be nested on a CHEP or Loscam pallet, and safely secured)

• No broken boards, missing boards, protruding nails
• Free from foreign objects: soil, oils, chemicals, powders or other contaminants.

150mm

180mm

95mm

180mm

150mm

Lead Boards

Tunnel

Centre Boards

Tunnel

Lead Boards

Common pallet issues:
Coles asks that suppliers engage with their pallet providers to ensure acceptable
quality, schedule regular service reviews, and implement an in-house process for

Damaged bearers,
split boards

visual inspection and grading of all empty pallets delivered into the supplier’s facility

Unsecured, misaligned
intermediate board

for use in Coles DCs. Unsafe or out-of-specification pallets should be withdrawn and
Missing baseboard

dehired back to the provider for repair or removal from the network.

For information regarding the pallet transfer/exchange process at Coles
(paperwork, accounts etc) please refer to section 10 of this document
(Supplementary Information) -“Returnable Assets - Pallets & Crates”

Missing
board
Unsecured
board

Loose, unsecured baseboard
Exposed
nails

Foreign contamination:
dirt, oils, chemicals, debris etc

Leadboard not flush
(>15mm pushback)
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Section 5: Pallets & Logistics Units
5.1

Pallet Weight

5.3

Pallet Configuration (TIxHI)
Notification of a change to TI HI must be sent to CLG Supplier Submissions CLGSupSub@coles.com.au to allow updates to ordering

To support safe handling, transportation
and storage, Coles specifies a maximum

pallet weight for all inbound deliveries.

Fresh

GR

1000 kg

GM

CH

Every product ranged into the Coles Liquor DC network will have a specific“TIxHI” defined within the system, reflecting the exact way in

FZ

which pallets will be configured/stacked for delivery. DC systems will use this TIxHI information - in conjunction with the information

MAX

Specifically, those limits are:

and DC systems before any deliveries are made to Coles network.

LQ

MAX

loaded regarding trade unit dimensions - to determine where the product can be stored safely and eﬃciently within the DC.

1250 kg

As per the below diagram, “TIxHI” reflects the number of trade units that will be stacked on each layer or tier (“TI”), and how many layers

•1000 kg for Fresh Produce
•1250 kg for Liquor (and all other sites

high the pallet will be stacked (“HI”). It is essential that suppliers maintain a consistent TIxHI across all deliveries, and that this TIxHI
reflects the expected/system TIxHI. There can be serious safety implications if TIxHI’s are varied without prior agreement; pallets that are

delivered physically taller than our systems expect can result in team members lifting pallets into storage locations that cannot

& chambers Grocery, GM, Chilled, Frozen)

accommodate the pallet, resulting in falls from height - or near misses - as cartons are pushed from the pallet toward the operator.
In all cases, the maximum weight is inclusive
TI x HI
of 8 x 5=

of the product and the pallet combined.

5.2

=

Count per Layer/Tier = “TI” =

8

X

5

Height of Layers/Tiers per pallet = “HI” =

D-Pallets
Where appropriate, Coles supports the use of CHEP Plastic Display Pallets - or “D-Pallets”
- for faster, more-eﬃcient store replenishment of certain high-volume products. Your

Coles Category Manager or Supply Chain Manager will work with you to determine if DPallets are a suitable option for your productrange.
Where D-Pallets are used, they must conform
to the following physical specifications:

590mm

775mm

•775mm Length
•590mm Depth
•160mm Height
•500kg Weight, Safe Working Load

160mm

= 40
Trade Units
per Pallet
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Section 5: Pallets & Logistics Units
5.4

Column-stacked vs Interlocked
Unless there is a product-specific requirement for column stacking (or the trade unit is

square and therefore can only be column stacked), all pallets delivered into the Coles DC
network should be stacked in an interlocking pattern (alternating orientation 90º with
each intermittent layer).
Column stacked pallets - where successive cartons are placed directly on top of one another
to form a ‘tower’ or ‘column’ - are generally less stable and more prone to collapse than
pallets stacked in an interlocked configuration, which poses an additional risk during
transportation and putaway/letdown.

(Where square cartons are used and column stacking is inevitable, or where column
stacking has been explicitly recommended to support a Shelf-Ready Pack, the use of
cardboard sheets at interval through the pallet can help to mitigate some of these risks).
Above: Column-stacked pallets do not provide the same stability as pallets where the cartons are interlocked.
5.5

Pallet Utilisation & Overhang
For safety and eﬃciency, the pallet pattern/configuration should be designed to
maximise utilisation of the full pallet, without breaching the outer pallet footprint.
Narrow blocks of trade units confined to the centre of a pallet provide poor lateral
stability in transit, can’t be supported by surrounding pallets or plywood boards
(therefore product will likely shift and collapse under braking etc), and do not
allow for safe double stacking.
Over-wide (or over-long) blocks of product on a pallet create overhang, which
prevents safe pallet transportation and storage through the supply chain.
Under-utilised pallet (product is confined to
a narrow block inside the pallet footprint) =
ineﬃcient and unstable in transit.

Well-utilised pallet, with product palletised to use
full pallet without overhang = eﬃcient, easily
stabilised in transit, safer to stow in racking.

Overhanging pallet (product breaches confines of
pallet footprint) = unsafe pallet, unable to be
safely transported and stowed in racking.
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Section 5: Pallets & Logistics Units
5.6

Pallet Heights
Coles Liquor DCs - Maximum Default Pallet Heights by Trade Unit Gross Weight
Maximum pallet heights for Liquor correspond to the gross weight of the trade unit.
Within Coles Liquor, maximum pallet heights range from 1500mm (for Trade Units/Cartons with a

Gross Weight up to 16kg), to 1300mm (for Trade Units/Cartons above 16kg Gross Weight).

Max
1.5 M

1500 mm

In each case, these default limits are inclusive of the 150mm wooden pallet.
Max
1.3 M

1300 mm

Liquor Pallet
Maximum Height

≤ 16 KG
Trade Unit Gross Weight

> 16KG
Trade Unit Gross Weight

1500mm

1300mm

Please note that any changes to trade unit dimensions or pallet configuration that will alter the pallet height
need to be clearly communicated and agreed via the Coles Liquor Supply Chain team as DC teams will need advance
notification of the physical changes. (Uncommunicated pallet height changes have resulted in near-miss safety incidents,
as pallets continue to be directed for put away into reserve racking that can no longer accommodate the changed pallet).
Exceptions & Risk Assessments:

Any exceptions to these default height limits need to be evaluated and managed through a review and risk assessment

Gross Weight Less Than or Equal to 16 Kg =
Pallet Height Up To1.5M

Gross Weight Exceeding 16 Kg =
Pallet Height Up To 1.3M

process in conjunction with your Coles Supply Chain Manager, the National Logistics Safety Team (NLST) and National
Inventory Manager (NIM). Controls and risk mitigation may permit limited exceptions to the general standard, however
these must be approved by the NLST and NIM prior to despatching product to Coles in this configuration.
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Section 5: Pallets & Logistics Units
5.7

Pallet Wrapping

Tightly securedwrap

Coles does not stipulate that every inbound pallet be stretch-wrapped (the requirement is
instead that every inbound pallet must be made safe, stable and secure), but where

pallets are being wrapped, this must be done in safe, compliant and consistent manner.
Coles permits standard, clear stretch-film wrap for most applications or - where airflow

needs to be maintained - perforated stretch film wrap can be used. Specific, lowadhesion stretch-tape (not standard ‘sticky tape’) is also permitted, when properly
applied to restrain all trade units. Coles does not prescribe the specific number
of wrap passes, or the wrap tension etc: these variables should be reviewed with
your service provider to achieve the best, safest outcome for your product type
and pallet configuration. Please ensure that all pallet wrapping:
No black oropaquefilm

•is firmly secured: no loose, unsecured wrap or trailing wrap“tails”
•is applied in a suﬃcient number of passes to hold all trade units within

No loose, unsecuredwrap

the pallet and help to prevent lateral movement, load shift or collapse

•anchors the product to the top 30-50% of the timber pallet (referdiagram)
•is at the correct tension to maintain stability without damaging product
•is applied to the pallet before pallets are labelled
(to ensure SSCC labels are not obscured)
No loose, unsecured tails

Please note that it is not permissible to use black or opaque

film to wrap pallets, as this prevents visual identification of
the product, scanning of the trade unit GTIN barcodes, and
verification of supplied quantities and packaging quality.
Stretchwrap should bind the block
of trade units to base, anchoring to
the upper half of the timber pallet.

It is also not permissible to use other materials
to wrap pallets (eg. nylon netting).

T-bar attachment gathering the stretch-wrap
A simple T-bar attachment beside a wrap station (between the roll of wrap and the pallet) can
help to ensure great consistency of pallet wrapping. The T-bar gathers and “ropes”the wrap,
creating a stronger anchor point that is less likely to move up or cut on the pallet corners,
while ensuring that the wrap will be consistently applied at exactly the right height.
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Section 5: Pallets & Logistics Units

SAMPLE COLESSUPPLIER
Sample Supplier Address

105 mm

SSCC Pallet Labels supplied into Coles should be prepared
in a consistent, structured format as per these examples.

SSCC:

32 mm

about the product contained within this specific
pallet (GTIN, Quantity, Date Code, unique SSCC etc)

•Utilise GS1-128 symbology, with appropriate

32 mm

Application Identifiers (AIs) for product type

•Include barcodes at correct magnification and
correct height (32mm)

•Be designed/printed to allow suﬃcient blank, white
space in the left and right margins (~10mm) for

A6 Format

adequate quiet zones/light margins.

•Be printed on matte, non-glossy/non-reflective label

(105mm x 148mm)

GTIN barcodes within pallet labels are preceded
by the “(01)” ApplicationIdentifier

148 mm

machine-readable barcodes - all required information

GTIN (of the Trade Unit contained on the
pallet) in Human-Readable andMachine
Readable (Barcode) Format.

•Be structured as shown
•Clearly reflect the relevant supplier details
•Clearly identify - in human readable text and

Within the GS1-128 barcode, SSCCs are always preceded by the “(00)” Application Identifier.

SSCC Pallet Labels should:

Unique Serial Shipping Container Code (SSCC) of the pallet in HumanReadable and Machine-Readable (Barcode) Format.

353912345678910118

A Quiet Zone or Light Margin of ~10mm
should be maintained on either side of the
barcode symbols: if print extends into these
areas, scanners will have diﬃculty identifying
the start/end of the barcode and may be
unable to decode the information.

QUANTITY:

Sample Product 12 x 500g

60 Cases

GTIN:

93391234567892
BEST BEFORE:

BATCH/LOT:

31/12/2015

AB12345

(01)9339123456789 (37)60(15)151231(10)AB12345
2

(00)933912345678910118

stock - white preferred, yellow acceptable
=10 mm

CONTENT:

Composition of a standard SSCC
Pallet/Logistics Label: note that the
information in the machine-readable
(barcoded) lower section must always
be reflected in the human-readable
text within the upper section.

Count/Quantity within a GS1-128 barcode is preceded by a “(37)”
Application Identifier, Best Before Dates are preceded by a “(15)” AI,
Use By Dates by a “(17)” AI and Batch by a (“10”) AI. (Note that dates
are in YYMMDD format within the machine-readable section but in
DDMMYY format in the human-readable section).

SSCC Pallet Labelling - Format & Encoding

Quantity/Count (of Trade Units on Pallet),
Best Before (or Use By) Date & Batch Detailsin
Human -Readable Format and
Machine-Readable (Barcode) Format.

5.8

•Be free from print defects (refer section 5.9)
•Be positioned correctly (refer section 5.10)

As SSCC pallet labels use GS1-128
symbology, multiple pieces of
information can be encoded in a
single barcode. The barcode is split
into sequential parts by Application
Identifiers (or AI’s, the numbers
shown in brackets) such as “(01)” for
GTIN and“(37)” forQuantity.

Fixed-Weight Product
Correct barcode
height = 32mm

Pallets containing trade units of fixed-weight product into Coles will be labelled with an SSCC label similar to the above example. The
label should provide all the key information about the product contained in the pallet - product description, GTIN, Date Code (Use By or
Best Before, where applicable), Quantity (of Trade Units), Batch ID (where applicable) - and the unique SSCC (aka “Licence Plate” or “LPN”) of
this specific pallet.
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Section 5: Pallets & Logistics Units
5.9

SSCC Pallet Labelling -Quality

5.10

Where applicable, pallets or logistics units supplied into Coles DCs
require two (2) SSCC pallet labels, applied - one per side - to the fork
entry side of the pallets. SSCC Pallet Labels must be applied:

It’s essential that the SSCC pallet labels are of a suﬃciently high
quality to be scanned and decoded eﬃciently in a DC environment.
Print quality should be checked regularly - and print heads cleaned
and serviced - to avoid common print defects such as split bars, edge
bleed, faded/incomplete print etc. It is advisable to incorporate a
horizontal bearer bar into the SSCC pallet label to quickly identify
print failures (ie. vertical lines running through the label may not be
immediately obvious within a barcode, but will be easier to detect as
breaks through the horizontal bearer bar or adjacent text).

50-100mm
indent from
right handside

• At a height between 400mm-800mm from ground level (for
800mm

pallets under 400mm, please place label as high as possible)

• Indented 50-100mm from right hand edge of pallet face
• Only one label per fork entry (reflecting total pallet contents)
• Over/outside stretch-wrap if standalone, single SKU pallet
• Under/inside stretch-wrap if multiple SKUs combined on pallet

Care should be taken during application to ensure that labels are
applied smoothly and are not warped, folded-over, rippled or torn.
Where possible, please avoid applying labels across two or more
cartons, as product movement in transit often results in these labels
becoming torn and unscannable.

Above: Good quality SSCC Pallet Label with clearly
defined bars, no print defects, good light margins etc

SSCC Pallet Labelling -Position

400mm
400-800mm
fromground

Labels should be printed on high quality stock, appropriate for the
temperature environment (frozen and chilled chambers will require a
higher grade label stock than ambient environments).

Above: Defective/unscannable SSCC Pallet/Logistics Label with poorly-defined bars (due to bleed/compression when printing)

The SSCC number contained in each pair of labels must be
identical (same number on front and back of the pallet) and not
shared with any other pallet currently within the supply chain.
SSCC numbers must not be reused within a 12 month period and
if a rejected pallet’s SSCC has been associated with an ASN, a
new SSCC label will need to be applied before redelivery.
(As the same SSCC cannot be associated with multiple ASNs).

Pallets with multiple, conflicting SSCC pallet labels
- or with pallet labels positioned incorrectly - can
impact our ability to scan-receive your loads eﬃciently

Above: Defective/unscannable SSCC Pallet/Logistics Label with split, invalidated bars (due to printhead pin obstruction/failure)
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Section 5: Pallets & Logistics Units
Multiple part-layer pallets are costly and
ineﬃcient to prepare and transport,
and product is more prone to damage.
5.11

Multi-SKU Pallets (Flow-Through & Liquor Only)

To help counter this, single-pallet consolidation is
possible - for up to 4 SKUs within the same PO if ALL of the adjacent 7 criteria are met.

In most cases, product will be supplied into the Coles network on a ‘one-SKU-per-pallet’ basis. In certain circumstances, however
- particularly where multiple Flow-Through or Liquor products on the same PO have been ordered in less-than-layer quantities - Coles

allows for up to four (4) products to be combined within a single pallet. This can drive significant reductions in the cost of
transportation for Suppliers, with Coles manually transferring multiple products to separate pallets at the point of receipt.
Please note that multiple items per pallet can ONLY be accepted when ALL of the following criteria apply:

1

All of the products involved have been ordered in less-than-layer quantities
(any product ordered as one layer or greater warrants it’s own, separate pallet)

2•

All of the products are part of the same Flow-Through or Liquor Purchase Order (PO)

3

Each of the products/items are clearly segregated to allow for easy identification and eﬃcient transfer
(product should be stacked either in four clear rows by SKU, or in a one-SKU-per-corner configuration)

4
block
5

Each product has it’s own SSCC pallet labels, applied to the front & back trade units of the relevant product

(DC team members will need to scan-receive each SKU separately, as they would for separate pallets)
Stretch wrap is applied after pallet labelling: labels should be applied directly to trade units rather than the wrap
(as DC team members will cut away any stretch wrap, and need labels to remain intact and with each product)

6

Each product/SKU should be clearly segregated (either into rows or
corners), SSCC pallet labels should be applied directly to the front and
rear trade units in each group, then the full pallet stretch wrapped.

No more than four (4) products may be consolidated to a single pallet

7

Prominent labels should be aﬃxed to the finished pallet (fork entry sides), highlighting“Mixed Items On This
Pallet”

8

Mixed
Items
On This
Pallet

Each bonded product on the pallet must have only one bond mark

Correct use of multi-SKU pallets can deliver numerous benefits for our supplier partners, including; fewer pallets
to hire/build/wrap/prepare, greater cube utilisation in transit, greatly reduced per-pallet transport costs and
reduced product damage (since isolated cartons on separate, stacked pallets are more prone to crushing).
As Coles DCs incur the costs of manually transferring product to individual pallets at the point of receipt, we ask
that suppliers strictly adhere to the above rules, to ensure these pallets are processed as eﬃciently as possible.
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Section 5: Pallets & Logistics Units

5.12

Multi-Coded Pallets (MCPs)
Coles endorses and supports the ECRA industry-wide guidelines on Multi-Coded Pallets, published in October 2013.
Broadly, these guidelines allow for consolidation of product with varying date codes into one pallet, where specific
conditions are met. (Prior to this agreed standard, date codes were required to be segregated to discrete pallets and
consolidation was generally not possible).

Shortest
Shelf Life

To properly consolidate two (or more) date codes of the same product onto a single pallet, Suppliers must:

•

1 Build the pallet in correct date rotation, with freshest stock (longest expiry) at the base of the pallet and oldest

(shortest expiry) on the top - allowing product to be picked and despatched to stores with optimal shelf-life

Medium
Shelf Life

•
3• Ensure the combined quantity of trade units being supplied on the pallet is reflected in a single

2 Ensure that none of the consolidated date codes breach Minimum Life On Receipt (MLOR) requirements

SSCC pallet label on each fork-entry side (instead of multiple pallet labels for each part-quantity)

Longest
Shelf Life

•
5• Ensure that the TIxHI of the pallet is not exceeded (ie. no additional cartons stacked above the ordered TIxHI)
6• Aﬃx an adhesive label (A6-A4 format, adjacent to the SSCC pallet label) denoting“MCP” or “Multi-Coded Pallet”
7• Ensure that any ASN messages correctly capture the consolidated information
8• Ensure that traceability of ALL dates can be maintained in the event of withdrawals or recalls aﬀecting any
4 Ensure the shortest Use By/Best Before date (earliest expiry) is referenced on the pallet label

component date or batch (vital, since the SSCC pallet label will only reflect a single date code for the entire pallet)

At present, Suppliers interested in adopting the MCP guidelines need to be validated by Coles, to
ensure correct implementation of the above points, especially regarding Traceability and ASN accuracy.
To register your interest or request more information, please contact MCPImplementation@coles.com.au
Above: A correctly-rotated Multi-Coded Pallet, with freshest stock at the base and shorter shelf life
stock at the top - ensuring that stock can be picked and despatched with optimal life remaining.
Once wrapped, a “Multi Coded Pallet” label should be aﬃxed adjacent to the SSCC pallet label.

The full ECRA document (“Multi-Coded Pallets Guidelines 2013”) can be found online at
http://www.ecraustralasia.org.au/storage/publications/
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Section 5: Pallets & Logistics Units
5.13

Pallet Pad/Slipsheet within
pallet footprint - no overhang

Pallet Slipsheets, Pallet Pads & Corner Posts

Pallet Pad/Slipsheet within
pallet footprint - no overhang

Cardboard slipsheets and pallet pads are permitted for use within the Coles DC network,
and they can provide valuable benefits such as preventing nails, splinters, or wet pallet
boards aﬀecting or contaminating the cartons on the base row of the pallet.
It’s important to ensure that slipsheets or pallet pads:

• remain within the confines of the pallet footprint (<1165mm x <1165mm)
• are cardboard or paper only - both for safety and ease of disposal
(no sheets made from plastic, masonite, wood etc are permitted)
Cardboard corner posts are also permitted for use where necessary, to provide additional
protection and stability. As with other packaging and palletisation materials, corner
posts present additional waste requiring disposal; for environmental and eﬃciency
reasons, please use only what is required to ensure safe and stable transport.

5.14

Pallet Pad/Slipsheet protruding outside pallet footprint - unsafe overhang

Pallet Stabilisation
It’s critically important that all pallets passing though the Coles Supply Chain are safe and stable in
transit, when placed in storage (often at significant height) and through the picking process. Pallets
need to remain square and stable, and show no evidence of collapse, load shift, lateral movement,
stepping etc. Load shift is consistently among the top 5 reasons for load/pallet rejection at our DCs.
Stabilisation can be achieved or improved through:

• appropriate trade unit design, manufacture and forming/gluing
• employing interlocked pallet configurations that fully-utilise the pallet footprint
• use of interlayer stabilisation glue (PVA-based) or polymer during palletisation*
• proper use of stretch-wrap, perforated stretch-wrap or stretch-tape, where required
• adequate support in transit, through proper loading and restraints (refer section 4)
* Where interlayer stabilisation glue/polymer is used, care must be taken to ensure that the amount of adhesive is not
excessive: for team member safety, a trade unit must not require greater than 20kg rolling force to detach/lift from the pallet.
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Section 5: Pallets & Logistics Units
5.15

Display Pallets & Pre-Pack Units
Oﬀ-Location Displays & Pre-packed Units can present a valuable merchandising opportunity for your products in our stores, although
it’s essential that the flow of these units through the supply chain is properly managed. Coles has developed an Oﬀ-Location Display
Supplier Style Guide which outlines some of these considerations, and ECRA also provides a Display Pallet Toolkit.
For Pre-Pack Units, the key Coles Supply Chain requirements are:

•
•
•
•

Delivery either on CHEP/Loscam pallet, or as a Nested Pallet (refer below)
Each unit no more than 15.5kg (units will be manually picked for stores) or as per approved Risk
Assessment via Coles Distribution Safety Team and Coles National Inventory Manager
Each unit should be secured within a suitable outer carton, secured to properly contain unit
Outer carton should be labelled for DC requirements, including Non-standard Item ID, Item Description,
GTIN barcode, Gross Weight and any relevant Caution labelling.

The Coles Supplier Style Guide for Oﬀ-Location Displays is available here:
https://www.supplierportal.coles.com.au/csp/wps/portal/web/SupplyChain

For Display Pallets, the key Coles Supply Chain requirements are:

•
•

Delivery either on CHEP/Loscam pallet, or as a Nested Pallet (refer below)
Each unit no more than 15.5kg (unts will be manually picked for store) or as per approved Risk
Assessment via Coles Distribution Safety Team and Coles National Inventory Manager

•

Labelled for DC requirements, including Non-standard Item ID, Item Description,
GTIN barcode, Gross Weight and any relevant Caution labelling.

Nested Pallets
As Coles can only accept product transported on CHEP or Loscam pallets, cardboard display units/cardboard pallets will need to be
“nested” on a standard CHEP or Loscam pallet for DC distribution. Where this approach is taken, please ensure that:

•

The nested pallet is secured to the primary pallet by plastic strapping
(preferably incorporating the display unit, secured by two intersecting plastic straps)

•

The height of the the additional pallet is included when advising Coles of dimensions

ECR Australasia’s Display Pallet Toolkit is available here:
http://www.ecraustralasia.org.au/toolkits/display-pallet-toolkit-oﬀ-locationaisle-end-part-one-2014.html

(to ensure safe storage and transportation)
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Section 6: Cartons & Trade Units

6.0

Trade Unit Condition & Suitability

6.1

•
•
•

Product will not be accepted if it exhibits signs that:

•
•

Production vs PresentedSample:

with those presented to the Coles Category Manager

into the network will be fit for purpose.

•

6.3

Trade Units used in production must be consistent

Please note when forming and sealing Trade Units that:

Coles requires and expects that every trade unit supplied

•
•
•
•
•
•

Trade Unit Construction, Sealing & Forming

the product is likely to be unsaleable

staples or nails are not permitted
metal strapping or metal clasps are not permitted

for approval: it is not acceptable to supply product in

trade units other than RPCs must not be presented

the approved sample, or to make any significant

as uncovered, unsealed, open trays

modifications (for example: to trade unit wrap,

a design or configuration that is materially diﬀerent to

the product is likely to be unsafe

perforations, flaps, glue, dimensions, barcodes,

the trade units are wet, moisture-aﬀected or unsanitary

declarations) without approval.

the trade units cannot be handled safely
the trade units are over acceptable weight limits
the trade units cannot be identified and/or do not carry

6.2

Trade Unit Gross Weight

acceptable barcodes

For the safety of our team members, and to manage risks

multiple trade units have open flaps or open

appropriately, the maximum Gross Weight for Trade Units

perforations

within the Coles DC network is 16kg.

the trade units contain staples, nails, metal strapping or
metal clasps

The Gross Weight of each Trade Unit should be clearly

the trade units are leaking the trade units are crushed

declared on at least two vertical surfaces of the pack, to allow

(beyond a reasonable degree of non-critical

for quick assessment of risk and easy identification of any

compression)

product that may exceed the lifting limits of a particular
team member.
Information should be stated in kilograms to one decimal
point and be preceded by“Gross Weight:” eg. “Gross Weight:
8.5kg”. (Nett Weight is not suﬃcient).
Remember that the Gross Weight of a Trade Unit has a direct
relationship to the maximum pallet height at which those
Trade Units can be stacked: for further information, please
refer section 5.6
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Section 6: Cartons & Trade Units
6.4

Shelf-Ready Packaging(SRP)
Shelf-Ready Packaging (SRP) - also commonly referred to as Shelf-Friendly Packaging (SFP) - is a
fundamental component of Coles’ store operations strategy. SRP diﬀers from more traditional packaging
in that retail units do not need to be individually stacked onto a shelf; rather - with minimal eﬀort - the

entire pack converts to a display unit ready for presentation. SRP allows our team members to eﬃciently
and consistently replenish your product on shelf, directly contributing to better product availability for
our customers. Additionally, SRP can assist with stock rotation and can help customers to quickly
identify and select your product through complementary branding. Coles remains committed to
continuing and expanding the use of SRP for both new and existing products, and SRP adoption - or
conversion - will be a component of any ranging discussions with your Coles Category Manager.
To assist in designing the optimal SRP solution for your product, Coles has developed the Shelf Ready
Coles’ Shelf Ready Packaging Supplier Guide is available here: (or click the above cover image)

Packaging Suppliers Guide (June 2015) which covers:

https://www.supplierportal.coles.com.au/csp/wps/wcm/connect/colessupplier_en/csp/supply+chain/Shelf%20Ready%20Guidelines/

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Our overall SRP objectives for customers, stores & supply chain
Comparative design styles and their relative benefits (Coles prefers a Tray & Hood style)

Construction considerations including board grade and recyclability
Key requirements for ease of identification, opening, replenishment, shopping and disposal
Key requirements regarding robustness, perforations, barcoding/identification
Key requirements regarding pack dimensions, weights, lip and pillar sizes, facings etc
Our shelf depths by category, to help with designing optimal SRP shelf fit (2x deep per shelf)
… a n d numerous examples of ‘What Good Looks Like’.

These guidelines have been developed to complement the ECRA Retail Ready Packaging Toolkit and
Carton Identification Guidelines, to help ensure that SRP is developed in line with best practice and that
all SRP implementations are fit for purpose. We encourage suppliers to read the Shelf Ready Packaging

Suppliers Guide and to discuss appropriate SRP development with the relevant Coles Category Manager.

ECRA toolkits for Carton Identification and Retail Ready Packaging are available here (or click the above cover images):
http://www.ecraustralasia.org.au/toolkits/ecra-carton-identification-guidelines.html and
http://www.ecraustralasia.org.au/toolkits/retail-ready-packaging-toolkit-edition-3.html
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Section 6: Cartons & Trade Units
6.5

Trade Unit Numbering & Barcoding

Accepted Barcode Symbols (DC)
ITF-14

It’s essential that Coles team members be able to accurately and eﬃciently process your products through
the supply chain: compliant GTIN barcoding allows our team to identify products through RF scanning.

This symbology is the predominant type for fixed-weight trade units within the
FMCG supply chain. It is recommended and preferred for all applications
where no additional information (other than the GTIN) is required, and where
the pack does not need to be scanned at point of sale in a retail store. As the
barcode symbol is comprised of bars of only two widths, it is a robust
symbology for consistent and reliable printing.

Barcodes will typically be added to packaging in one of two ways:
1. as an embedded barcode within the preprinted artwork
2. as part of a print-and-apply label aﬃxed to the packaging after construction

GS1-128

Where barcodes are pre-printed as part of the packaging artwork, barcodes will ideally be incorporated

This symbology allows for additional attribute information to be included
through the use of Application Identifiers (in the same way as SSCC pallet
labels can incorporate GTIN, Quantity, Date Code and Batch in a single
barcode). As such it is suitable for trade units of variable-weight, where
additional information can be represented alongside the GTIN itself. As a
“smart” barcode it is more versatile, but not as robust, as a “dumb”
barcode such as an ITF-14.

into 4-6 faces of the pack (as space permits, and where not visible to customers when on shelf) as this will
allow for scanning/identification of the trade unit in multiple orientations. At minimum, preprinted
barcodes must be included on two vertical sides of each trade unit.
Where barcodes are aﬃxed as print-and-apply labels, Coles requires that two barcodes be applied to
each trade unit: one each on adjacent, vertical sides of the pack (or opposing vertical sides if space is

GTIN-13

restricted).

This symbology is predominantly used for Retail Units scanned at point
of sale. This barcode symbology is the only type appropriate for Dual
Use packs - items like 24-packs of soft drinks cans or 10kg bags of pet food that are sold at retail point of sale in the exact same packaging as they
travel through the supply chain (ie. the Retail Unit is also the Trade Unit).
GTIN-13s can be scanned at both retail POS and in DCs.

When barcoding Trade Units, please ensure that:
1. only accepted barcode symbols (for DC environments) are used
2. print quality is maintained at a high level (Print-and-Apply labels are prone to many of the same quality
issues as SSCC pallet labels - line breaks, bleed etc - and label printers require regular servicing)
3. Correct colours are used for foreground (eg. ink) and background (substrate or label stock) for proper

continued

contrast (black or dark blue is preferred for barcode symbol and light colours for background : please do not
use light colours - especially red - for barcode symbols as scanning will fail).

Please note that each level of packaging should be numbered and barcoded separately to all other levels: the Retail/
Consumer Unit must be distinct from the Trade Unit, which must be distinct from the Logistic Unit/Pallet. Trade Units
must not carry the barcodes of the Retail Units, for example. Where Inners are used inside an Outer/Master carton,
these should also be numbered and barcoded separately to both the retail unit and the Outer/Master Trade Unit.
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Section 6: Cartons & Trade Units
6.5

Trade Unit Numbering & Barcoding (continued)
Note that each level of packaging should be numbered (and barcoded) separately to all other levels. The Retail/Consumer Unit must be distinct from the
Trade Unit, which must be distinct from the Logistic Unit/Pallet. Trade Units must not carry the barcodes of the Retail Units, for example. Where Inners are
used inside an Outer/Master carton, these should also be numbered and barcoded separately to both the Retail Unit and the Outer/Master Trade Unit.
Inner (or stand-alone Outer/Master Pack)
(containing 6 RetailUnits)

Retail Unit/
Consumer Unit

GTIN-13
This symbology is the primary barcode
format in use for items sold at retail
point of sale (registers/checkouts).
Alternatives exist for very small products
(GTIN-8, accepted by Coles), or for products
that require additional information within
the barcode such as Use By date (eg. Databar
- which is not currently accepted by Coles)

GTIN-13 barcode symbology is the only type
appropriate for Dual Use packs - items like 24packs of soft drinks cans or 10kg bags of pet food that are sold at retail point of sale in the exact
same packaging as they travel through the supply
chain (ie. the Retail Unit is also the Trade Unit).
GTIN-13s can be scanned at retail POS and in DCs.

Outer/Master Pack
(containing 4 Inners x 6 Retail Units = 24 Retail Units)

ITF-14
This symbology is the predominant type within
the FMCG supply chain. It is recommended and
preferred for all applications where no
additional information (other than the GTIN)
is required, and where the pack does not need
to be scanned at point of sale in a retail store.
As the barcode symbol is comprised of bars of
only two widths, it is a robust symbology for
consistent and reliable printing.

Pallet/Logistics Unit
(Qty on label should reflect Trade Units, not Retail Units)

GS1-128
This symbology allows for additional attribute information to
be included through the use of Application Identifiers (in the
same way as SSCC pallet labels can incorporate GTIN,
Quantity, Date Code and Batch in a single barcode). As such
it is suitable for trade units of variable-weight, and/or where
additional information should be represented alongside the
GTIN itself. As a “smart” barcode it is more versatile, but not
as robust, as a “dumb” barcode such as an ITF-14 (finer bars in
the symbol are more prone to print variation/defects).

02
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Section 6: Cartons & Trade Units

6.6

Required Trade Unit Declarations/Symbols

Supplier Name/Brand on 2+ vertical sides

Product Description (including flavour/variant) on 2+ vertical sides

Consumer Unit/Retail Unit Quantity & Size on 2+ vertical sides

Date Code (Use By, Best Before) (where applicable) on 1 vertical side

GTIN Barcode (ITF-14, GTIN-14
or GTIN-13 for Dual Use Packs)
4-6 where Pre-Printed or
2 if on Print-and-Apply labels

Storage/Temperature Markings (where applicable)
on 2 vertical sides

Magnification: 80-100%
Barcode Height: 32mm

Gross Weight (preceded
by “Gross Weight:” text)
on minimum 2 vertical sides

Recycle Logo (where
applicable) on 1 side
Caution Lift Symbology (for TUs over 10kg Gross Weight) or Heavy Lift
Symbology (for TUs over 16kg Gross Weight) on minimum 2 vertical sides

Dangerous Goods Declarations (minimum 1 vertical side, where applicable) with accompanying SDS/MSDS
for first delivery to each DC
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Section 7: Product Life Management

Supply Standards
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Section 7: Product Life Management
7.0

Minimum Life On Receipt (MLOR)

7.1

Date CodeMarking

To ensure optimal freshness, quality and shelf life for our customers, Coles insists upon a minimum

Where a date code (either Use By or Best Before date) applies to

remaining shelf life at the point of DC receipt. Minimum Life On Receipt (MLOR) is expressed as a

a retail unit, this date code marking must also be reflected on the

percentage of the original shelf life available at the time of manufacture (Manufactured Life), and will

related Carton/Trade Unit and on the Pallet/Logistics Unit.

Best Before
01/02/2016

vary between local and imported product (to account for transportation lead times).
The required MLOR is as follows:

•
•

Date Codes on Trade Units and Logistics Units must be:

•
•
•
•
•

Local, Australian product - 75% of Manufactured Life remaining at receipt into Coles DC
International product - 50% of Manufactured Life remaining at receipt into Coles DC

Your Coles Category team will work with you to have appropriate MLOR settings loaded against each

relevant SKU, in line with the Manufactured Life and sourcing information that you provide.

preceded by the words“Use By” or “Best Before” (as applicable) - without abbreviation
displayed on a minimum of one vertical side of the trade unit/carton

consistent between the retail unit, trade unit and logistics unit
legible and clearly visible at a distance of 1 metre (trade unit and logistics unit)
displayed in either DD/MM/YY or DD/MONTH/YYYY formats (eg. 01/02/2016 or 01 Feb 2016)

Where products are flagged as date-code sensitive, DC team members will be prompted to check each
delivery to ensure the shelf life on the products being delivered are within the parameters expected by

7.2

the system. Where product arrives that has a shelf life below the MLOR setting, the product will be

Storage/Temperature Markings

rejected unless special pre-approval has been negotiated through the Category Team. In all cases,

Wherever applicable, Cartons/Trade Units should clearly

“MLOR Breached - Insuﬃcient Shelf Life’ will be recorded in the DCSC reporting system, for investigation

identify the appropriate storage and handling conditions

into how product life is being lost and short shelf life product is not being identified prior to despatch.

for the product e.g. “Keep Refrigerated At Or Below 4C”

Full Shelf Life As
Manufactured

Minimum Life On Receipt (MLOR) = 75% of Manufactured Life

Local,
AustralianManufactured
Product

25%

50%

75%

50%

25%

•
•
•

displayed on a minimum of two vertical sides of the trade unit/carton
consistent with any similar markings on the Retail/Consumer unit
compliant with all applicable regulations/legal requirements

Full Shelf Life As
Manufactured

Minimum Life On Receipt (MLOR) = 50% of Manufactured Life

InternationallyManufactured
Product

100%

Storage/Temperature Markings should be:

75%

100%
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Section 7: Product Life Management
7.3

Cold ChainManagement

7.4

Cold Chain Management - Coles Collect Pick Up

To ensure safety and quality standards of the temperature-sensitive food that we oﬀer our customers,

Where Coles Collect has been engaged to carry temperature-controlled product,

it is essential that suppliers of these products have proper Cold Chain Management practices in place.

the following process will apply at the point of collection from the supplier’s premises

A supplier’s end to end processes and procedures need to be examined - with risks identified and

(non-Coles Collect suppliers may wish to implement a similar process with their own carriers at pick up):

mitigated - to ensure that all Chilled and Frozen product continuously remains within the allowed
temperature range at every point of the supply chain - including production, storage, despatch staging,
loading of vehicles, transport and while docking at a Coles DC. For example, chilled product must never
be stored or loaded in an ambient environment, or transported in a non-refrigerated vehicle etc.

• At no point in the supply chain should Chilled product exceed 5℃ (never warmer than 5℃)
• At no point in the supply chain should Frozen product exceed -18℃ (never warmer than -18℃)

• A supplier representative will validate the temperature of the Coles Collect vehicle prior to loading
• The vehicle’s refrigeration unit will remain on and running during the collection process
• Three products will be selected for temperature-checking by calibrated infra-red temperature gun
• Labels will be applied to the carton of each selected sample
• The Coles Collect driver will observe the supplier representative testing the temperature of each product
sample (testing the product-contact point of the packaging - typically the base - not the outer carton).

Coles DCs will test temperatures (through a combination of scan and probe testing) to ensure that

• Product temperature will be signed-oﬀ by both the supplier and Coles Collect driver, and recorded on

product does not arrive outside of allowed temperature range, and will reject product that breaches

the consignment note. A record will be made of: the temperature of each sample, date and time of

these ranges. Product rejected due to temperature breaches must not be redelivered.

checking, chiller set point of the vehicle, vehicle ID and the name of the supplier representative.

• If all samples are within acceptable temperature range, the consignment is accepted for temperature

Coles Collect (where applicable) will also test selected product at the point of collection, and will not

compliance and will be loaded onto the vehicle.

collect over-temperature products or pallets (refer next point).

• If one or more samples are outside of range according to infra-red scan, a secondary temperature check
will be performed with a temperature probe

When delivering temperature controlled product into the Coles DC network, vehicle refrigeration

• Product confirmed to be out of temperature by both a calibrated infra-red temperature gun and a

motors must remain running, with trailer doors closed, until directed by DC Receiving personnel.

temperature probe will not be collected: if part of the load is non-complaint, the full load is rejected.
Coles Collect driver will advise Supplier, Carrier and Coles Collect operations team that the load cannot
be accepted. Coles Collect will inform the relevant Product Technologist.

For further information or clarification, please contact the Coles Collect Operations team via the
Contact list in Section 10 of this document.
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Section 8: Reporting &Rejections
8.0

Overview

8.2

Coles expects that all product entering our DC Network will be of high quality, will be safe to transport and

Quality & Non-ConformanceIssues
DC teams have the capacity to record the following non-conformance issues at PO and/or SKU level:

handle, will be clearly identified and will comply with all relevant regulation and standards. We also expect

Category

that orders will be delivered on time and as ordered.

B2B

To support this, Coles DCs inspect and evaluate the standards and performance of all inbound deliveries, and
the Supply Chain team will also track and regularly report on supplier inbound performance. Where defects
or supply issues are identified, Coles will advise the supplier and request investigation and corrective actions.
Pallet Level

In more serious cases, Coles DCs may need to reject pallets, POs and vehicles, as outlined in section 8.3.

8.1

Supply PerformanceMetrics
Safety &C.O.R.

Coles records, calculates and reports various supply performance metrics including:

•
•
•

DIF (Delivered In Full ie. “Case Fill”)
DIFOD (Delivered/Receipted In Full On Day)

SSCC Label Level

No Shows (entire PO booking fails to arrive on expected day, without prior rescheduling).

Within Grocery, General Merchandise, Chiller, Freezer & Liquor, these metrics are reported regularly and will

form the basis of ongoing discussions between the Coles Supply Chain team, Category teams and suppliers.

<75%

Trade Unit Level

<50%

We ask and expect that - where below-standard supply performance is sustained - suppliers will investigate
root causes and implement action plans to ensure improvement. Coles will work closely with suppliers to
help identify opportunities and assist in delivering better, more-consistent performance.

PO Level

Code
ASE
ASN
COL
HWE
IPD
IQD
TIX
MCP
MIX
PDC
PDL
POS
OVR
STR
TEM
RJP
DRI
HRS
FOR
ILR
UNS
IVT
DAM
DNS
DUP
MUL
ONE
NOL
MIS
GLU
GTN
WNS
MLR
SRP
MET
LEA
CRU
DAT
WAT
QCR
RJF
PAP
POC

Issue
ASN Error
ASN Not Received
Column Stacked
Height/Weight Issue
Incorrect Product Delivered
Incorrect Quantity Delivered
Incorrect TIxHI
MCP Issues
Mixed Item On Pallet
Pallet Damaged - CHEP
Pallet Damaged - Loscam
Pallet Outside AS4068 Spec
Pallet Overhang/Shifted In Transit
Pallet Stretchwrap Issues
Temperature Issue
Pallet Rejected
Driver Issues/PPE
Driving Hours Issue
Foreign Object/Contamination
Inappropriate Load Restraint
Unsafe/Unsatisfactory Vehicle
Inappropriate Vehicle Type
Damaged Label
Does Not Scan
Duplicated/Reused
Multiple Labels
Label On One Side Only
Missing/No Label
Label/Product Mismatched
Glue/Seal/Perforation Issues
No/Insuﬃcient GTIN Barcodes
GTIN Barcode Will Not Scan
MLOR Breached (Insuﬃcient Shelf Life)
SFP/SRP Unsuitable
Staples/Metal Strapping
Trade Unit/Carton Leaking
Trade Unit/Carton Crushed
Dimensions/Data Conflict
Water Damaged
Quality Control Team Rejection
Full PO Rejected
Incorrect/Missing Paperwork
Purchase Order Closed/No Purchase Order

Quality Control teams will also conduct inspections of product to validate compliance to Food Safety
requirements and published product specifications, but this is outside the scope of this document.
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Section 8: Reporting &Rejections
8.3

Rejections

8.4

In certain circumstances it may become necessary to reject a supplier’s delivery. Rejections are costly

Common RejectionIssues
Rejections may become necessary for a wide variety of reasons, with the most common reasons being:

and ineﬃcient to all parties, and the decision to reject product will not be made lightly. Rejections

•
•
•
•
•
•

represent a failure to supply to acceptable standards and detrimentally impact our ability to service
stores and customers with your product. Accordingly, we expect that rejections will be uncommon but
treated with urgency when they do occur.
Where rejections occur:

•
•
•

The driver will be notified of the rejected pallets, and reason for rejection

Unsaleable - the product is not in a fit condition to be presented for sale to our customers

Unsafe - Load or individual pallets presentation is deemed unsafe
Not ordered/Not ranged - the product was delivered in error
Repeated notification of defects without corrective action
Driver is not complying to site requirements (eg. not wearing PPE, abusive)
Vehicle has not arrived within agreed timeslot and/or not arrived on correct date

Paperwork will be marked to reflect changed receipt quantities
For a complete list of non-compliance issues, refer to section 8.2

Rejection will be recorded in one of two systems (MB for Fresh Produce, DC Supplier
Conformance Database for all other chambers) alerting Supplier and/or SC Ops team

•
•
•

Notification will be given to Suppliers

8.5

Redelivery of rejectedproduct

Pallets will be left on - or returned to - vehicle if on premises
(Over-temperature product will also be marked)

In cases other than those related to food safety breaches, rejected pallets and loads can generally be
reworked oﬀsite, rescheduled through the inbound booking process, and redelivered at a new timeslot.

Subject ToCheck

This would be acceptable in situations where - for example - an unstable pallet needed to be restacked
and rewrapped, where a broken pallet needed to be changed out for a compliant and safe pallet, or

Where product has been received“Subject To Check” (meaning that the pallets are unloaded and the

where GTIN barcoding issues needed to be addressed through over-labelling.

vehicle permitted to leave site without the full checking process having taken place) a DC may need to reject
pallets that are subsequently found to be deficient. In these cases, it will be necessary to arrange

IMPORTANT: It is never acceptable to redeliver product that has been rejected for issues related to food

separate collection of the pallets, as the original vehicle will have departed. Coles endeavours to provide

quality or food safety, eg. product that was rejected for having been delivered outside acceptable

notification of any such rejections within a period of 24-48 hours (Fresh Produce rejections will always be

temperature. (Temperature-rejected product will be UV marked and/or labelled by the rejecting DC).

notified within 48 hours), to allow for prompt collection.

Attempted redelivery of unsafe product is a serious breach that risks adverse health eﬀects for
consumers and any identified instances of this behaviour will be escalated accordingly.

In these circumstances, notification from the DC will typically be made to the Supplier via the relevant
Replenishment contact identified as the PO owner, and rejections will also be captured in the DC
Supplier Conformance system (or the Muddy Boots system for Fresh Produce and QC team inspections).
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Section 8: Reporting &Rejections
8.6

Escalation & CorrectiveAction
Where issues such as packaging failure, waste, damage and DC recoup are occurring with frequency, issues
will be raised with the relevant suppliers for investigation and discussion. Coles’ clear expectation in these

instances is that the supplier will:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acknowledge the issue promptly
Initiate an examination (involving co-packers, carriers and 3PLs where applicable)
Seek to determine root causes
Implement corrective actions
Advise Coles of the corrective actions implemented to address
Advise Coles of the timeframe in which to expect resolution (including depletion of existing stock)
Maintain pre-despatch checks on the aﬀected products to confirm robust resolution

Due to the nature of the DC operations and high volume of conformance reporting, photos and other
supporting information (such as Production Dates, Best Before Dates, Batches etc) will not always be made
available for every defect recorded. Defect/Non-Conformance reports will however include PO, DC, Date,
SKU and defect type etc to support an initial investigation. In cases where photos are needed to further
understand the issue, or batch details are needed to isolate specific failure points, these can be requested
of the relevant DC through the Coles Category Manager, Head of Supply or Supply Chain Manager.
Coles does not expect suppliers to discard large quantities of packaging. Typically, most issues can be
addressed with a combination of short term and longer term actions that do not require significant cost (for
example, over-labelling with compliant barcodes in the short term, while embedding compliant barcodes into
packaging from the next print run; or manually taping a weak package in the short term, while preparing a
better-sealed and more-robust package for the next production cycle). Please liaise with your Coles Category
Manager, Head of Supply or Supply Chain Manager to discuss corrective actions and timeframes.
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Section 9:

Our safety-related requirements are also separately

outlined within the “Driver & Vehicle” tab, “Pallets &
Logistics Units” tab and “Cartons & Trade Units” tab.
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Section 10: Supplementary Information
10.1

Distribution Channels - Overview
Coles operates seven primary distribution channels (as per below table): the Coles team will liaise with you to find the most appropriate and suitable distribution channel for your products.

Type 1

Type 2

Type 4

Channel Name

Pick & Pack (P&P)

Overview

Supplier delivers pallet and part-pallet
quantities into Coles DCs as per DC
replenishment purchase order. Pallets
are stored in reserve andpick locations
until needed to fulfil storedemand

Type 5

DC

Supplier

Flow Path

Primary Use

Type 3

Cross-Dock (XD)

International Cross-Dock (IXD)

Supplier picks an order which is the
aggregate of multiple store orders and
delivers into DC. DC puts away pallets and
picks this stock along with standard
Pick & Pack SKUs for delivery to store.

Supplier picks specific storeorders
and delivers into DCin cartons pre-labelled
with the individual storedestinations.

Supplier delivers into an oﬀshore
International Consolidation Centre (ICC),
where a store-ready, multi-SKU, storelabelled pallet is prepared.

.Product is picked as per store order,
built up to multiple store pallets , and
delivered to store using Coles vehicles.

Key diﬀerence to P&P is that no residual
stock is left in DC once pickis completed.

Most Grocery,
Fresh Produce, Frozen

Short-life,
fast-moving Dairy

Slow-Moving Grocery,
General Merchandise &Apparel

Type 7

Store

Pick-to-Zero (PTZ)

DCsorts these cartons by store and
consolidates with standard Pick &Pack SKUs
for delivery to relevant stores. Cross-Dock
operates in two NDCS only (VIC&NSW)

Type 6

Pallet is then shipped to a Coles DC
where it is consolidated with Pick & Pack
SKUs for delivery to the relevantstore.

Mix Apparel

Supplier

Flow-Through (FT) and
Retail Ready Meat(RRM)

Store-Ready Pallets

Supplier picks an order which is the
aggregate of specific store orders and
delivers to the DC.

Supplier picks specific store orders onto astoreready multi-SKU pallet labelled with the store
destination and delivers to the DC.

DC uses a grid layout to pick the stock
required for each store, which is then
included with pick and pack SKUs for
delivery to store. (Chilled DCs only).

The pallet is moved directly to DC despatch
and included with pick and pack SKUs
for delivery to store.

Short life (<15 day)
Meat, Deli and Dairy

Store

Direct Store Delivery (DSD)

Suppliers with large volume
per store and short-life SKUs,
eg. NSW Retail-ReadyMeat

Supplier picks store specific orders
and delivers directly to astore.

Suppliers with products in few
stores, close to the supplier's location.
Short life, eg.bread.

Coles will periodically review the suitability of products in each Distribution Channel and may recommend or request changes to better support volume growth, eﬃciency, store availability, quality and product life.
For fresh and short life products especially, channels that deliver optimal quality and maximum shelf-life for our customers (eg. Flow-Through, Pick-To-Zero) are increasingly preferred over a traditional Pick & Pack model.
Please liaise with your Coles Liquor Supply Chain Manager should you wish to review channel options for your product range.
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Section 10: Supplementary Information
10.2

Returnable Assets - Pallets
Pallets:
DC location

Loscam account details

CHEP account details

BevChain VIC

320100

4000372143

BevChain NSW

232759

4000372141

• All Coles DCs have accounts with CHEP & Loscam, and any pallet delivery will be transferred

BevChain QLD

407386

4000372142

onto Coles pallet accounts (with the exception of sites 9288 Goulburn and 9711 Launceston,

BevChain WA

608303

4000372144

Bevchain SA

595118

4000372145

• Standard CHEP & Loscam pallets, CHEP Display pallets (“D-pallets”), beverage trays and bins
are permitted within the Coles DC network (please refer section 5.0 of this document for more
detail onacceptable pallet quality/condition)

which are one-for-one pallet exchange sites)

•

Two copies of a pallet docket are required per load; both dockets will be stamped and dated,
with one copy returned to the driver (please refer section 3.5 for other paperwork requirements)

• Please remember to correctly itemise all pallets when supplying multiple pallets stacked

NOTE: Please ensure all pallets delivered into Coles Liquor BevChain DCs are transferred to these pallet accounts with correct delay
days applied as per agreement with Coles Liquor – 33 day EDO.

within a single footprint or ‘lift’ (ie. “sandwich pallets”)

• Multiple dockets per load will be rejected and a Missing Docket note issued
• Coles will advise CHEP or Loscam of receipt/despatch/transfer of pallets; suppliers and
transport companies/carriers cannot directly transfer pallets onto a Coles account

• Delay Days for Ambient, Chilled, Frozen &Liquor DCs: 33 days
• Delay Days for Fresh Produce: 7 days
Missing Pallet Dockets:

•

A Missing Docket (MD) note is raised by the DC when it receives either a load with no pallet
documentation OR incorrect documentation OR a load with multiple pallet dockets

•
•

A copy of the MD note will be provided to the driver
A newly-created Pallet Docket - together with the MD - must be returned to the DC (by mail
or email) within 90 days of date of issue to be honoured by the DC

•

Once the pallet docket and MD are returned, they are processed by the DC on the date of
return of the paperwork (not at the date of original delivery).

For queriesor further information regarding
Pallets and Returnable Assets, please contact:

Helen Rolls, Regional Pallet Controller
Helen.Rolls@coles.com.au or 0435 527 896
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Section 10: Supplementary Information
10.3

Coles Collect

10.4

Coles International SupplyChain

Coles Collect is an optional service wherein Coles manages the transportation of a supplier’s purchase orders,
collecting product directly from supplier premises and distributing to Coles DCs using Coles-managed carriers.

The Coles International Supply Chain team is responsible for managing all international supply for Coles,
including vendor management, shipping, consolidation, customs clearance and delivery into Distribution Centres.

Where a Coles Collect agreement is in operation, the responsibility for transporting the freight into Coles
Distribution Centres transfers from the supplier to Coles: the supplier is no longer required to arrange
independent transportation of these Coles purchase orders.

Shipping from over 45 countries, 83 ports and more than 160 suppliers, Coles International Supply Chain can
deliver expertise, scale and innovation in international sourcing, helping to deliver great value for customers.
Coles has established a mature and sophisticated network, ensuring speed-to-market and cost-eﬀective distribution.

When a consignment has been collected from a supplier’s premises by the Coles Collect carrier, the responsibility
for On Time delivery (DOT/DOD) rests with Coles Collect - provided that the supplier conforms to the relevant
procedures and timeframes regarding preparation, availability for collection etc. The supplier remains
responsible for all documentation, invoicing, labelling, packaging, data integrity and order fill.

The Coles International Supply Chain team manages the movement of ~20,000 containers per annum, oﬀers a
range of oﬀshore consolidation options - including 5 consolidation centres across China and Malaysia - and is
experienced in value-added services such as re-labelling. Product is shipped directly from consolidation centres to
each Australian port and is continually tracked from origin to DC.

National transport network delivering ambient, temperature-controlled, fresh andliquor services
End-to-end inbound transparency from Purchase Order to DC delivery
Service delivery in full compliance to Coles required standards
Integrated, tailored solutions designed for LTL/LCL (Less than Truck/Container Load) including local, interstate, road and rail networks
Fully-integrated One Net booking system
Strong and consistently year roundservice performance
Comprehensive understanding of Coles inbound Supply Chain network and systems
Automatically generates tentative Transport Orders (TO) aligned to your Coles Purchase Order (PO)

Supplier
Preparation, order fill, invoicing

Coles Collect
Forecasting & Planning, Order Management, Scheduling,
Bookings, Collection, Transportation, Delivery

Demand planing, ordering,
vendor management

Coles DC
Receipt

Track
&Trace

Shipping, consolidation,
customs and duties

Delivery
into DC

Vendor
payments

Voula Karantzas, Key Account Manager - Coles Collect
voula.karantzas@coles.com.au or (03) 9804 1364
For queriesor further information regarding
Coles Collect, please contact:

For queriesor further information regarding
Coles International Supply Chain, please contact:

Christina Kloeser, Business Manager - Coles Collect
christina.kloeser@coles.com.au or (03) 9829 4149

Adam Tennant, National Operations Manager - Coles Collect
adam.tennant@coles.com.au or (03) 9829 6206

Bo Zacharchuk, International Business Development Manager
bo.zacharchuk@coles.com.au or 0409 435 714
Deepak Jain, International Operations Manager
deepak.jain@coles.com.au or 0417 764 575
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10.5

Direct Store Delivery(DSD)

10.6

Cross-Dock (XD orX-Dock)

While most product supplied into a Coles supermarket, liquor store or convenience store will be

Coles utilises two Cross-Dock facilities within our two National DCs (in Somerton, VIC and Eastern Creek, NSW),

supplied via the Distribution Centre network, Direct Store Delivery - or DSD - remains a very important

where store-specific, pre-labelled cartons of General Merchandise and slower-moving Grocery items are

channel. DSD involves supply of product straight from supplier to store - bypassing the DC network

received, sorted and distributed.

- and is typically employed for bakery lines, short-life product, newspapers, and for suppliers with
While there are some similarities in the requirements for Cross-Dock and suppliers into other distribution

products ranged to a small number of local or nearby stores.

channels, there are also numerous requirements that are unique to the Cross-Dock channel (especially with
Coles maintains a dedicated online portal for DSD suppliers, within which suppliers can

regard to labelling, packaging, invoicing and short shipment). The delivery standards documentation for Cross-

receive and manage purchase orders, send invoices, receive online training, and more.

Dock has recently been updated: please contact supplystandards@coles.com.au to receive a copy.

To learn more about Coles DSD, please visit:

Please note: the next version of this Supply Standards document will fully incorporate these Cross-Dock requirements.

https://www.supplierportal.coles.com.au/csp/wps/portal/web/SupplyingDirectToStore
Store

Supplier

Cross-Dock

Store

Store

Supplier

Store

Store

Store
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10.7

Further Support &Resources ENSURE HYPERLINKS ARE LOADED FOR THIS SLIDE

Transport Safety

eCommerce

Electronic Trading
eCommerce Overview
EIDC
eCommerce Team
Contacts

Heavy Vehicle National Law (HVNL)
Chain of Responsibility
Fatigue Management
Heavy Vehicle (Fatigue Management) National Regulation
Heavy Vehicle (General) National Regulation
Heavy Vehicle (Mass, Dimension and Loading)
Heavy Vehicle (Vehicle Standards) National Regulation
NHVAS
Mass Management Accreditation
Maintenance Management Accreditation
Standard/Basic/Advanced Fatigue Management Accreditation

Numbering &Barcoding

GS1 Help Centre
GS1 Education & Training
GS1 National Product Catalogue (NPC) Overview
GS1 Solution Providers Directory
GS1 Recall

Industry

Quality, Food Safety & ColesBrand

Australian Food & Grocery Council (AFGC)
Trading Partner Forum (formerly Efficient Consumer Response Australasia (ECRA))

Coles Quality
Coles Quality Academy

Coles Shelf Ready Packaging Guidelines
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Section 11a: Contacts
Coles Liquor SupplyChain

Coles Logistics

General Manager – Supply Chain North
Jo Hammond
Jo.Hammond@coles.com.au
+61 3 982 95391

Head of Supply Chain and Merch Support
John Bacon
John.Bacon@coles.com.auu
+61 408 155 114

General Manager – Supply Chain South
Tony O’Toole
Tony.OToole@coles.com.au
+61 3 980 41292

Supply Chain Manager - Wine
Steven Bowerman

GM SC
Kevin Gunn
Kevin.Gunn@coles.com.au
+61 4 189 59637

Steven.Bowerman@coles.com.au
+61 3 982 96352

Head Of Safety Logistics & Supply Chain
Georgia Danos
Georgia.Danos@coles.com.au
+61 437 253 037

Supply Chain Manager - Beer, RTD, Spirits & Sundries
Suyash Sahai
Coles Collect - National Operations Manager
Dion Butler
Dion.Butler@coles.com.au
+61 4 483 30705

Suyash.Sahai@coles.com.au
+61 447 750 938
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Section 11b: Liquor DC Network Map

LQ

Heathwood BevChain

Canning Vale BevChain

GR

= Grocery

GM

= General Merchandise

LQ

= Liquor

CH

= Chilled/Chiller

FZ

= Frozen/Freezer

Fresh

= Fresh Produce

LQ

Erskine Park BevChain

Gillman BevChain

LQ

LQ

Somerton BevChain

LQ
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Section 11c: DC Details

GR

GM

State

Site Code

Site Name

Operator

Victoria (VIC)

9333LQ

GHPL BevChain Somerton

BevChain

New South Wales (NSW)

9281LQ

GHPL BevChain Erskine Park

BevChain

Queensland (QLD)

9413LQ

GHPL BevChain Heathwood

BevChain

Western Australia (WA)

9642LQ

GHPL BevChain Canning Vale

BevChain

South Australia (SA)

9555LQ

GHPL BevChain Gillman

BevChain

= Grocery
= General Merchandise

LQ

= Liquor

CH

= Chilled/Chiller

FZ

= Frozen/Freezer

Fresh

= Fresh Produce

Product Types

Address

Phone

40-50 Nation Link Drive, Somerton VIC, 3062

(03) 8338 3232

2 Tyrone Pl, Erskine Park NSW 2759

(02) 8705 5949

LQ

82A Noosa St, Heathwood, 4110

(07) 3727 5804

LQ

25-27 Gauge Circuit, Canning Vale, WA 6155

(08) 6220 4174

15-23 Whicker Road, Gillman SA 5013

(08) 8249 0901

LQ

LQ

LQ
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Index (links embedded in page number)
Topic

Page

Topic

Page

Topic

Page

Accepted Vehicle Types

16

International/Containers

20

Redelivery of Rejected Product - esp.Temp-rejections

44

Advanced Shipping Notices

10

MLOR requirements

40

Rejections Process

44

Alcohol & Drug Policy

17

Multi-Coded Pallets

30

Resource Recovery

50

Amendments, Rebooking

14

B2B & Electronic Trading

7

Multiple Items Per Pallet (Multi SKU)

29

Restraint, Gates, Mezzanine

19

B2B Compliant vs B2B Non-Compliant

8

Network Map &Sites

57

Returnable Assets - process and contacts

50

Booking Number/Code

13

New Lines

10

Safety - Overhang/Load Shift/Over Dimension Vehicles etc

18

Carton Weights

34

Over Dimension Vehicles

18

Safety - Risk Assessments

25

Carton Quality

35

Over Mass Vehicles

18

Saleability - Weathered/Aged/Unsanitary

18

Chain Of Responsibility

17

Pack/Product/GTIN change criteria

8

Sandwich Pallets &D-Pallets

8

Cold Chain &Temperature

41

Pallet Column Stacking

24

Shelf Ready Packaging - SRP

35

Column Stacking vs Interlock

24

Pallet Configuration/TIxHI

23

SSCC & GTIN overview

9

COR, Driving Hours/Rest Breaks

18

Pallet Height

25

Staples, Nails, Metal Strapping/Clasps etc

34

Crates Return/Dehire

50

Cross-Dock

52

Pallet Overhang

24

Straps, Webbing, Angles (incl. prohibition of metal angles)

19

Dangerous Goods, MSDS

15

Pallet Quality - AS 4068 standard etc

22

Supplementary Resources &Links

48

Declarations - Consumer Unit

38

Pallet Return/Dehire - process

50

Temperature Markings

40

Delivered as ordered

15

Pallet SSCC Labelling - symbology, encoded info

27

Timeslot Adherence/DIFOD

14

Deliveries per PO/Vehicle

15

Pallet SSCC Labelling - quality, position

28

UBD/BBD/Packed On declarations

40

Dockets/Missing Dockets

50

Pallet Stabilisation

31

Under Bond Goods

15

Driver Conduct &Expectations

17

Pallet Utilisation

24

Vehicle & Driver Level Requirements

16

Drugs & Alcohol policy and testing

17

Pallet Weight

23

Dual Use packs

37

Pallet Wrapping

26

Escalation & Corrective Actions

45

Pallet/Logistics Unit Level Requirements

21

Gross Weight - Relationship to max pallet height

25

Gross Weight & Caution Markings

38

Paperwork requirements

15

GS1 RecallNet

11

Personal Protective Equipment

18

GS1net & Data Synchronisation

10

Plywood Boards

19

GTIN Barcode - Accepted Symbology

36

Product Life Management

39

Induction

17

Recording &Reporting

42
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